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ABSTRACT
This research investigated the banking sector reforms and economic growth using time series data from 1970 to
2013 for the Nigerian economy. Autoregressive Distributed Lags (ARDL) Bounds test was applied for the specific
determination of the long and short-run relationships between banking sector reforms and economic growth. The
research finds that the interest rate margin is more significant than other variables in the model in explaining
the banking sector reforms and economic growth. Banking sector credit to the private sector was negative and
statistically insignificant in economic growth in Nigeria. This means that the size of the banking sector does not
enhance economic growth. Meanwhile, inflation is negatively and statistically significant in economic growth.
The duration of banking sector reforms should be defined and strictly adhered to irrespective changes in the
political administration of the country.
Keywords: ARDL bounds test, banking reforms, economic growth, Nigeria

INTRODUCTION
Banking sector reforms have been regular
phenomena in the Nigerian banking sector since the
1950s. According to Soludo (2007), the banking sector
reforms in the early years (the 1950s) in the Nigerian
financial system came in the form of legislations that
were intended to strengthen the supervisory, regulatory
and operational framework of the sector. The designing
and implementation of the Banking Ordinance in 1952
were the first attempt aimed at reforming the sector. The
ordinance was enacted to forestall the banking sector
distress emanating from the unregulated establishment
of banks and the consequent collapse of 22 of the 25
indigenous banks established between 1927 and 1957.
The Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) Act of
1958 was the second among the earlier banking sector
reforms. Other reforms in the banking sector include
the banking act in 1969, the Nigerian Deposit Insurance
Corporations (NDIC) Act of 1988, the CBN Act of 1991
which amended and eventually repealed the CBN Act

of 1958 (Ugwanyi, 1997; Soludo, 2007; Sanusi, 2010;
2012). These attempts aimed at reforming the banking
sector could not eliminate the usual ‘bubble and burst’
syndrome of the sector. For instance, despite all these
reform programs, the banking sector still experienced
a major distress in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The
failures of the banking sector led to the collapse of the
productive structure and operational mechanism of the
economy which eventually hampered growth.
Reforms in the Nigerian banking sector are
often occasioned by the need to review and restructure
the previously existing policies of the banking system.
This is done to reposition, re-organize or restore some
or all the hampered operational spheres of the banking
sector during the pre-reform era. Reforms are designed
to give room for optimal performance and global
competitiveness of the banking sector in particular and
the financial sector in general. Principally, banking
sector reforms involve deregulation, recapitalization,
privatization, and liberalization or globalization.
Seeing the under-developed and emerging nature
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of the Nigerian banking system, reforms are meant
to correct obvious or perceived errors, dysfunctions
and inherent structural defects of the pre-reform era
(Sanusi, 2010; 2012).
In the context of empirical research, confusion
has enmeshed the usage of the concepts of financial
sector reforms, banking sector reforms and bank
consolidation (Nnanna, 2004; Ajayi, 2005). Most
researches use the concepts of financial sector reforms
and banking sector reforms confusingly such as Tuuli
(2002) and Balogun (2007). Banking sector reform
is not analogous to financial sector reform. It is subsector reform, while financial sector reforms are
sector-wide reforms. In short, banking sector reforms
are sub-sector specific while financial sector reforms
are sector-specific. In the case of Nigeria, the type of
causal relationship between banking sector reforms
and economic growth has been under-studied and
misrepresented or misunderstood. To study more
about them, the researchers seek to answer several
questions. There are how the reforms in the banking
sector relate to economic growth; whether the
economic growth engenders banking sector reforms
or it is growth-led banking sector reforms; whether
banking sector reforms stimulate economic growth or
it is banking sector reforms-led growth; if there is a
possibility of bidirectional causality. These questions
were not clearly addressed by other researchers such
as Balogun (2007) and Fadare (2010). This research
seeks to answer these questions by applying the Auto
Regressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) approach to the
determination of the long and short-run relationship
between banking sector reforms and economic growth.
This constitutes the econometric for research purpose.
Furthermore, the empirical studies on banking sector
reforms and economic growth are very scanty, and
if they exist, they are very old. For instance, Kama
(2006); Balogun (2007); Anyanwu (2010) and Fadare
(2010) are the few researchers on this subject in the
Nigerian economy and are about eight (8) and five (5)
years old respectively.
In addition, the researcher reviewed several
previous researches regarding this topic. Tuuli (2002)
assessed the relationship between financial sector
reform and the growth of many countries whose
economies were experiencing transition during
the period 1993-2000. The panel data estimation
technique was applied using unbalanced panel data
from 25 transition countries. The research investigated
the nature of the causal linkage between the efficiency
and size of the banking sector, and economic growth.
Although banking sector reform was not the same
as financial sector development or reforms, banking
sector reforms were used as a proxy for financial
sector development or reforms. Tuuli (2002) used the
real annual GDP growth rate as a proxy for economic
development. The research adopted both qualitative and
quantitative measures of financial sector development.
The qualitative effectiveness of the financial sector
was measured using the interest rate margin while
credit to the private sector was used as a quantitative
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measure. It found that the shrinking interest rate margin
(the qualitative measure of efficiency) encouraged
economic growth. The rate of inflation was positive
and statistically significant in explaining economic
growth. However, the interchangeable usage of
economic growth and economic development, banking
sector reforms and financial sector development were
the major weaknesses of this research.
Moreover, Brissimis et al. (2008) explored the
relationship between banking sector reform and the
optimal performance of the banking industry of 10
newly acceded European Union (EU) countries. This
research was the extended research conducted by
Keeley (1990). The research contended that the impact
of deregulation on the performance of the banking
industry had generated conflicting results among
scholars and researchers. The econometric model of
this research drew exhaustively from the researches
conducted by Simar and Wilson (2007), and Khan and
Lewbel (2007).
Fadare (2010) investigated the impact of
banking sector reforms on economic growth in Nigeria
from 1999-2009. The Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)
regression estimation technique was applied in the
analysis of the relationship between economic growth
and banking sector reforms. This defined economic
growth as the growth rate of real GDP per capita
after the pragmatic practice of Tuuli (2002). It used
interest rate margin, credit to the private sector and
parallel market premium as proxies of banking sector
reforms. The rate of inflation was also included in the
OLS model as one of the macroeconomic variables.
The findings obtained showed that the total banking
sector capital had the right sign and was statistically
significant in explaining economic growth. It
recommended the application of more statistically
advanced estimation technique and time series data
with a longer time frame.
Similarly, Ugwuanyi and Amanze (2014)
examined the significance of the banking sector
reforms on the confidence of the non-bank public
in the Nigerian economy. Using the various deposit
categories, it applied the pooled variance parametric
statistical t-test estimation technique to evaluate
the significant differences engendered by the 2005
banking reforms on the confidence of depositors. From
the test of the hypotheses, the research found that the
contributions of the various deposits category to total
deposit and deposits liabilities of the Nigerian banking
industry was higher during the post-reform era. Next,
it also found that there was a significant difference in
the contribution of saving deposits to the total liability
of the Nigerian banking industry after 2005 banking
sector reforms.
Meanwhile, Balogun (2007) evaluated banking
sector reforms in Nigeria since the 1970s. The research
identified five periods of banking sector reforms in
Nigeria. There were: the Pre-SAP reforms period
(from 1970 to 1985); the Post-SAP reforms period
(from 1986 to 1993); the reforms period referred to
as ‘the Reform Lethargy period’ (from 1993 to 1998);
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the Pre-Soludo reforms period (from 1999 to 2004);
and the Post-Soludo reforms period (from 2005 to
2006). The major hypothesis centered around the
post-reform performances that represented significant
improvements over the pre-reforms era. Balogun
(2007) specified regression models and estimated them
by using commercial banks credit to the productive
sector as a proportion of total credit to the economy,
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Consumer Price
Index (CPI) as the regressands. The regressors used
for the three regression models included commercial
banks capital and total reserves, commercial banks
cash reserve requirements, savings rate, prime lending
rate, exchange rates, minimum rediscount rates
(monetary policy rate), number of branch networks of
commercial banks, money supply, commercial banks
credit to private sector and the banking sector credit to
government. Simultaneous equation model estimation
technique was also applied to the three regression
equations. It found amongst others that the increase
in capital and reserves had positive and statistically
significant effects on credit allocation during the
Pre-SAP era only. Unfortunately, the credit to the
productive sector of the economy was statistically
insignificant during the post-SAP era. However,
savings rate which had insignificant influence during
the pre and post-SAP era were negatively significant
in explaining the effects of lending to the productive
sector during the reforms lethargy period. It also found
that reserve requirement conditions inhibited the credit
creation capacity of commercial banks.
Furthermore, Andries et al. (2012) evaluated
the effects of the cost of intermediation, operational
performance and profitability of banks, and banking
sector performance on the economic growth and
development of the financial sector in Central and
Eastern Europe. It identified two financial sector
reform indices which included 2 categories developed
by Abiad et al. (2008). The research also defined bankspecific variables but applied used both microeconomic
and macroeconomic perspectives in the identification
of bank-specific variables such as the size of the
banking industry (total assets and banks returns on
equity which were measured as equity or total assets),
level of bank provisions for loans, and liquid assets
or total borrowed funds ratio. The bank-specific
macroeconomic variables included the growth rate of
the GDP and the rate of inflation. Then, Generalized
Method of Moments (Panel GMM) was applied because
of the peculiar and unique characteristics of the data
used. All the variables (variedly defined) had a short
time dimension. The finding was that the performance
of the financial and banking sector reforms indices
increased the performance of the banks in Central
and Eastern Europe. However, the research could not
ascertain whether bank performance translated into
economic growth in the region studied.

METHODS
Annual time series data for the period 1970 to
2013 is collected from the Central Bank of Nigeria
(CBN) Statistical Bulletin (CBN, 2004, 2010,
2013). For the convenience, the researcher divides
the variables into macroeconomic and banking or
financial sector variables. The macroeconomic variables
include economic growth and rate of inflation. For
economic growth, the data rgDPt is obtained from
the CBN Statistical Bulletin (CBN, 2004, 2010,
2013). Economic growth has two strands. The rgDPt
represents the real gross domestic product per capita
at the current period while rgDPt-1 is the real gross
domestic product per capita lagged by one year. Both
rgDPt and rgDPt-1 are used as a proxy for economic
growth. Meanwhile, for the rate of inflation rIFt
represents the rate of inflation at time t. Inflation is
defined as Consumer Price Index (CPI). Next, the
banking or financial sector variables include bank
performance indices (IrMt ), bank-specific variables
(BSCt) and banking system-specific variables (BSSZt).
First, interest rate margin (IrMt) represents interest
rate margin at time t , and it is defined as the difference
between savings and lending rates. Data on savings
and lending rates are from the CBN Statistical Bulletin
(CBN, 2004, 2010, 2013). Interest rate margin is
preferred to savings or lending rate because other than
being an adequate proxy, it efficiently represents and
incorporates transaction costs in its measurement.
Furthermore, interest rate margin accommodates the
effectiveness and efficiency of the banking sector
and reflects a relative improvement in the quality of
borrowers in the economy. Second, banking sector
credit to the private sector (BSCt) is the banking
sector credit to the private sector at time t. The
banking sector credit to the private sector is used as a
measure of the quality and soundness of the banking
sector (the greater the level of credit to the private
sector is, the more the quality of the sector will be).
Credit to the private sector has more advantages over
other measures of quality and soundness because it
sufficiently represents the soundness(efficiency and
effectiveness) of the intermediary role of the reformed
banking system (Awdeh, 2012).
PmPt represents parallel market premium at
time t. It is defined as the difference between black
market exchange rate and official exchange rate less
one multiplied by 100.
			(1)
Where BMER represents black market exchange
rate and OER is the official exchange rate. Third,
banking sector size (BSSZt) is the banking sector size
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at time t. It is measured as the total commercial banks
capital plus reserves. Both capital and reserves are
balance sheet variables which are expected to reflect
the impact of the current reforms on the banks.
For the estimation technique, the researcher
adopts the bounds test by Pesaran et al. (2001) for
ascertaining the long-run relationship between banking
sector reforms and economic growth in Nigeria.
Building on and extending the pragmatic practices by
Keong et al. (2005) and Omotor (2008), the researcher
presents a step by step implementation of the ARDL
bounds test. There are 9 steps.
Step one is determining the order of integration
of the series. A major pre-implementation condition
that must be fulfilled before implementing the bounds
test is Yt which represents the dependent variable must
be I(1), while the regressors represented by Xt can
either be integrated of order zero I(0) or integrated of
order one I(1). The relative irrelevance of the nature
of the order of integration of the series constitutes one
of the major advantages of the ARDL Bounds Test.
According to Pesaran et al. (1998), the ARDL test
could be applied regardless of the nature of integration
of the regressors, or whether the regressors are I(0),
I(1) or fractionally cointegrated. Then, the bounds test
approach is preferred to the cointegration test by Engle
and Granger (1987), and Johansen (1991) because
it yields more robust results when small samples
are involved. ARDL provides information about the
structural break phenomenon in time series data.
Next, it takes a sufficient number of lags to capture the
data generating process in the context of a general-tospecific analysis.
The ARDL bounds test does not require series
in the model to be integrated of the same order.
However, it should be noted that the ARDL procedure
will collapse if the series of interest are I(2).Therefore,
a unit root test such as the Augmented DickeyFuller(ADF) test is conducted to determine the order
of integration of the series. This constitutes step one of
the implementations of the bounds testing procedure.
Step two is specifying the unrestricted vector
autoregressive model. The second step of the
implementation of the ARDL bounds test is usually
the specification of an unrestricted VAR equation.
Therefore, the next step is to specify an unrestricted
Vector Auto Regressive (VAR) model of a certain order
such as order m. The VAR denoted as m is expressed
by equation (2).
m

γt =
β + ∑ ji γ t − i + µi
i =1

(2)

Equation (2) represents a general or unrestricted
VAR model. In equation (2), Yt is the vector
representing both Xt and Yt. Yt is assumed to be the
dependent variable(regressand) and represents the
growth rate of real gross domestic product per capita
at time t (rgDPt). Meanwhile, Xt is the vector matrix
representing a set of regressors.
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Step three is defining the regressand and
regressors in the VAR model specified in first two
steps. Explicitly and in specific terms, the right-hand
side of equation (3) can be stated as:
X t = X t (rgDPt −1 , IrM t , BSCt , BSSZ t , rIFt , PmPt , DUM )

(3)

In the context of equation (3), the regressors are
the lagged value of rgDPt (rgDPt-1) that is lagged by
one year; interest rate margin (IrMt); banking sector
credit to the private sector as a proportion of the total
banking sector credit to the economy (BSCt); rate of
inflation (rIFt) ;the size of the banking sector (BSSZt);
parallel market premium (PmPt) similar to Faruku et
al. (2011). Meanwhile, the dummy variable for the
total banking sector reforms defined as insignificant
banking sector reforms and significant banking
sector reforms. The period of insignificant reform is
represented by zero and period of significant banking
sector reforms is represented as unity.
Step four is re-writing the VAR as a Vector Error
Correction Model (VECM). The VAR in equation (2)
can be written as a Vector Error Correction Model
(VECM) as seen in equation (4). In equation (4), ∆
represents the first difference operator. The other
series are as previously defined.
m −1

m −1

γ t =+
β µi + jiγ t −i + ∑ηt DYt −1 + ∑ηt DX t −1 + ε t
=i 1 =i 1

(4)

Step five is specifying the Long-run Multiplier
Matrix of the Vector Error Correction Model (VECM).
The long-run multiplier matrix is stated as:

φ=

				(5)

The diagonal elements of the matrix expressed
in equation (5) are unrestricted because it gives room
for each of the series to be either I(0) or I(1). If it is,
jyy = 0, it implies that the regressand (economic growth
(Yt )) is integrated of order one (I(1)). However, if it is
jyy < 0, it shows that the regressand (economic growth
(Yt )) is integrated of order zero (I(0)). The advantage
of VECM specified in equation (5) is that it gives room
for testing at most one cointegrating vector between
the regressand and a set of regressors Xt.
Step six is specifying the Error Correction
Mechanism based on Pesaran Condition. Pesaran et
al. (1998) identified five cases about the VECM (case
I, II, III, IV, and V). Based on the case III (Unrestricted
intercepts and No trends) of Pesaran et al. (2001)
and as applied by Omotor (2008), the conditional
Equilibrium Correction Model (ECM) is stated as:
m −1

n −1

DYt= l0 + l1t + j yy. yYt −1 + j yx. x X t −1 + ∑ γ i DYt −i + ∑ Θ j DX t − j + ϖDX t + ε t
=i 1 =j 1

(6)
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Where l0 represents the drift. t is the trend
component. j yy . y and j yx. x are the long-run matrices
for Yt-1 and Xt-1. DXt is defined as:
m −1

DX=
β 0 + β1t + j xx. y X t −1 ∑ ω xi DZ t −i + Ξ t
t
i =1

		

(6a)

′ ′ (rgDPt , IrM t′, BSCt′, BSSZ t′ , rIFt′ , PmPt )′
=
Z t (Y
=
t , Xt )

						(6b)
l0 =
(j yy . y , j yx. x )π + [Yyy . x + (j yy . y , j yx. x )Y , l1 =
−(j yy . y ., j yx. x )Y

						(6c)
l0 represents a (kx1) vector of intercept (drift)
and l1 represents a (kx1) vector of trend coefficients.
The model representing the banking sector reformsfacilitated-economic growth is specified as:

(7)
All the series where are pragmatically applicable are
expressed in natural logarithms. The natural log is
taken because it effectively linearizes the exponential
trend in the time series data since the log function is the
inverse of an exponential function (Asteriou & Hall,
2007; Fadare, 2010; Islam et al., 2013). In equation
(6), the 7th to 11th expressions (φ7 , φ8 , φ9 , φ10 , φ11 ) on
the Right Hand Side (RHS) represent cointegrating
(long-run) relationship while the 1st to 6th expressions
(σ 1i , σ 2i , σ 3i , σ 4i , σ 5i , σ 6i ) with the summation signs
are the short-run dynamics of the model. ε t is the
usual error term (white noise) because the model is
specified based on the assumption that the disturbance
term, ε t is serially uncorrelated.
Step seven is selecting the appropriate
optimal lag lengths. Equation (5) is described as an
Auto Regressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) of order
(m, n, o, p, q, r). The first difference (∆) adopted in
equation (5) and (6) denotes the rate of change of each
variable. Hence, it can be used for the assessment and
determination of both short and long-run relationships
between the selected series (Pesaran & Smith, 1995;
Pesaran et al., 2001; Faruku et al., 2011; Islam et
al., 2013). The observation is predicated on the fact
that after the lag order for ARDL the procedure will
be fulfilled, and Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) may
be utilized for the estimation and identification of
the equations from which long-run inferences could
be drawn. Such crucial inferences can be made on
both short and long-run coefficients which mean that
the ARDL representation is correctly augmented to
account for contemporaneous correlations between

the stochastic components of the Data Generating
Process (DGP).
Determination of the optimal lag length is
for each of the variables. The ARDL bounds test
is estimated with (p + 1)k number of regressions to
determine the suitable optimal lag length for each
variable. P is the optimal number of lags used in the
model and k is the number of variables in the equation.
Two selection criteria are used in determining the
optimal lag lengths. These are Schwartz-Bayesian
Criteria (SBC) and the Akaike’s Information Criteria
(AIC). The mean prediction error of AIC based model
is 0,0005, and the SBC is 0,0063. SBC is known for
selecting the smallest possible lag length while AIC
is for selecting the maximum lag length (Faruk &
Kikuchi, 2011).
Step eight is divided into five steps. First,
it is analyzing the long-run multiplier matrix of the
VECM and determining long-run causality using the
F-statistic. By analyzing equation (6) and using the
F-statistic or also known as Wald test, it calculates
the regression model of equation (6) to determine
the long-run causality between the growth of the
economy and banking sector reforms. Second, it is
determining the cointegrating relationship. It uses the
asymptotic distribution of the F-statistic to determine
the cointegrating relationship. If the asymptotic
distribution of the F-statistic is non-standard under
the null hypothesis, it means that the assumption
of no cointegration relationship between the series
can provide inferences on whether the explanatory
variables are I(0) or I(1).Third, it is stating the
hypotheses and performing the joint significance
test. The null and alternative hypotheses are stated.
The null hypothesis of no cointegration is stated as
.0The null hypothesis
H 0 : σ=
σ=
σ=
σ 10
= σ=
7
8
9
11
shown in (6a) implies a no-cointegrating relationship
as H1 : σ 7 ≠ 0; σ 8 ≠ 0; σ 9 ≠ 0; σ 10 ≠ 0; σ 11 ≠ 0 .
Hypothesis shown in (6b) above connoted
the existence of a cointegrating relationship.Fourth,
it is comparing the values of the F-statistic with the
calculated F-statistic with the critical value tabulated
by Pesaran et al. (1998), or Pesaran et al. (2001).
In the critical values tabulated, three rules of thumb
are identified in the comparison of the values of the
F-statistic. There are three sub-steps in this fourth step.
Firstly, if the F-statistic is greater than the Pesaran upper
critical value, the null hypothesis of no cointegrating
relationship is rejected which is irrespective of whether
the underlying order of integration of the variables is
I(0) or I(1). Secondly, if the F-statistic falls below the
lower critical value, the null hypothesis is not rejected.
Last, if the sample F-test statistic falls between the two
bounds, the result is inconclusive. Furthermore, when
the order of integration of the variables is I(1), the
decision is made based on upper bounds. Meanwhile,
if all the variables are I(0) then the decision is
made based on lower bounds. Fifth, the next step of
step eight is determining the existence of an error
correction representation and conduct sensitivity
analysis. Having estimated the long-run relationship
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using the ARDL selected model, it can be seen there
is a long- run relationship between economic growth
and the banking sector reforms variables. Moreover,
an error correction representation exists by conducting
a sensitivity analysis to authenticate the results and
stability of the ARDL model. The sensitivity analysis
is conducted to determine the presence or otherwise
of serial correlation; normality and heteroskedasticity.
Due to the limitations inherent in the Durbin-Watson
(D.W.) serial correlation test, it has a susceptibility
to produce inconclusive results and inability to take
into account higher order of serial correlation and,
inapplicability to lag dependent variable. Breusch
(1978) and Godfrey (1978) developed a Lagrange
Multiplier test which could solve the problems of
D.W. test mentioned above.The null and alternative
hypotheses of the Breusch-Godfrey serial correlation
test are stated as:

H 0 : ρ1= ρ 2= ...= ρ p= 0 , the null hypothesis
simply states that serial correlation is absent.

H A : ρ1 ≠ 0, the alternative hypothesis states
that at least one of the ρ s is not zero which implies
that serial correlation is present.The rule of thumb
for the determination of the presence or otherwise
of serial correlation using the Breusch-Godfrey
2
test is: if the LM statistic defined as (n − p ) * R
is greater than the critical value for a chosen
significance level, the null hypothesis of no serial
correlation is rejected, and it can be concluded that
there is serial correlation. Similarly, there is a very
small probability value (smaller than 0,05 for a 95%
confidence interval) connoting the presence of serial
correlation. Furthermore, for heteroskedasticity test
specifically White heteroskedasticity test, White
(1980) developed a Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test
for detecting the presence of heteroskedasticity.
The White test is preferred to other tests for
heteroskedasticity for the following reasons. First,
it does not depend on the normality assumption as
other tests such Breusch-Pagan test. Second, prior
knowledge of heteroskedasticity is not required for
the implementation of the test. The null and alternative
hypotheses of the White heteroskedasticity test is
presented as H 0 : σ 1= σ 2= σ 3= ...= σ p= 0 . The
null hypothesis states that heteroskedasticity is absent.
If the Lagrange Multiplier (LM) statistic is greater
than the critical value at the given level of significance
or if the probability value is less than 0,05 for a 95%
confidence interval, it will reject the null hypothesis
of the absence of heteroskedasticity and conclude that
heteroskedasticity is present. Next, for Normality of
Residual test by using Jacque-Bera test, one of the
assumptions of the classical linear regression model
is that the residuals are normally distributed. The
residuals have constant variance, and zero mean. A
violation of this assumption renders the F-statistic
and t-statistic of the invalid regression model . To
ensure this assumption is not violated, the normality
of the residuals must be tested using the Jarque54

Bera (JB) test by Jarque and Bera (1980). The first
condition that must be fulfilled in the application of
the JB test is the calculation of the second, third and
fourth moments where the third moment represents
the skewness of the residuals, and the fourth is the
kurtosis of the residuals. After calculating the JB
statistic, if the JB statistic is greater than the chisquare critical value or if the probability value is less
than 0,05 for the 95% significance level, it will reject
the null hypothesis of the normality of residuals. Next,
for Ramsey RESET test for general misspecification,
Ramsey (1969) developed a test to detect the general
misspecification of the regression equation. The test
is known as the Regression Specification Error Test
(RESET).The Ramsey test has both F-form and an
LM form. To implement the Ramsey test, the number
of terms included in the expanded regression model
must be decided ab initio. A major problem of the
Ramsey test is that if the null hypothesis of the correct
specification is rejected, the test does not suggest an
alternative way of specifying the model correctly.If
F-statistic is greater than F-critical or if the probability
value for F-statistic is less than 0,05 of significance
level, the null hypothesis of correct specification of the
regression model(s) is rejected and concluded as the
misspecified regression model.
Step nine is conducting a Granger causality test.
The Granger causality regression models are specified
according to the two major categories of indicators
employed in the research by Ishioro (2013a; 2013b;
2014; 2015; 2016) regarding economic growth versus
macroeconomic indicators, and economic growth
versus banking or financial indicators to validate the
banking sector-reforms-led growth hypothesis or
growth-led banking sector reforms hypothesis or both.
The optimal lag length is selected for each series in the
Granger bivariate model.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results of the ADF unit root test shown
in Table 3 signifies that except the economic growth
variable(rgDPt) that is stationary at levels, all the other
series are stationary after differencing for the first
time. For the economic growth series, it fails to reject
the null hypothesis of stationarity at levels (without
differencing). This also implies that the non-rejection
of the alternative hypothesis of stationarity happens
after differencing. It simply validates the fact that the
economic growth series is integrated of order zero
(I(0)). For the other series (IrMt, BSCt, rIF t, BSSZt
and PmPt ), they do not reject the null hypothesis
of stationarity at levels that the researcher fails to
reject the alternative hypothesis of stationarity after
differencing). The results are in accordance with the
research of Obamuyi and Olorunfemi (2011) who
found that the economic growth series is stationary at
levels.
The results of ARDL bounds testing for
cointegration presented in Table 4. It indicates that the
computed F-statistic of the Wald test is greater than
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Table 3 The Results of the Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Test
Series

Level

First Difference

Order of
Integration

Decision

rgDPt

3,749***

4,254***

3,094*

2,987*

I(0)

Stationary series at levels

IrMt

1,092

2,019

4,007***

5,298***

I(1)

Nonstationary series at levels

BSCt

0,276

1,265

3,598***

3,935***

I(1)

Nonstationary series at levels

rIFt

2,043

1,645

4,174***

4,721***

I(1)

Nonstationary series at levels

BSSZt

1,427

0,584

3,122**

4,092***

I(1)

Nonstationary series at levels

PmPt

2,770

2,420

5,287***

5.910***

I(1)

Nonstationary series at levels

TNote:*,**,and *** are 10,5 and 1 percent significance levels respectively.
(Source: Author’s Computation).

Table 4 The Results of Bounds Testing for Cointegration
Bounds Level

Bounds to Critical Values

Lower I(0)

Upper I(1)

Bounds to Critical Value 1 percent
Bounds to Critical Value 5 percent

5,15
4,94

6,36
5,73

Bounds to Critical Value 10 percent

3,17

4,14

Computed F-Statistic: 9,43 		

Lag Structure: k = 2

(Source: Author’s computation
using Table C1.III of Pesaran et al. (1998))

Table 5 The Results of the ARDL Model
Variable

Coefficient

Standard Error

T-Statistics

Probability

Constant

-19,430

2,830

-6,866

0,510

rgDP(-1)

4,310

5,143

0,838

0,0052

IrM(-1)

-8,208

0,613

-13,390

0,0004

BSC(-1)
rIF(-1)
BSSZ(-1)
PmP(-1)
D(rgDP(-1))

5,034
-0,520
0,486
-0,178
-0,056

4,0401
0,074
0,434
0,021
0,014

1,246
-7,031
1,120
-8,463
-3,996

0,212
0,003
0,421
0,0002
0,650

D(IrM(-1))
D(BSC(-1))
D(rIF(-1))
D(BSSZ(-1))
D(PmP(-1))

-1,341
32,090
-0,225
0,0190
-0,106

0,107
9,200
0,5310
0,0401
0,0105

-12,532
3,488
-0,424
0,474
-10,120

0,0035
0,542
0,320
0,370
0,410

		

R2=0,93

		

S.E. of Regression =0,00281

Adjusted R2=0,89 		
F.Statistic =20,113

D.W.=1,86

Prob( F.Stat)=0,00001

(Source: Author’s computation using Eviews 8)
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the critical value of the upper bounds at a significance
level of one percent. This is an indication that the series
are cointegrated. Since they are cointegrated, it means
that a long-run relationship exists between them.
Empirically, it suggests that a long-run relationship
exists between economic growth and interest rate
margin, the rate of inflation, parallel market premium,
banking sector credit to the private sector and the size
of the banking sector.
As seen in Table 5, the coefficients of interest
rate margin (IrM(-1)) and D(IrM(-1)) are negative
and statistically significant. The interest rate margin
is a measure of the efficiency of the banking sector.
The results show that both the current and previous
interest rate margin are narrow. The economy is
expected to grow as narrowing interest rate margin
usually facilitate economic growth. In addition, the
results suggest that by widening interest rate margin,
it will reduce economic growth. This finding is in line
with Tuuli (2002). This also confirms the theoretical
positions of Blackburn and Hung (1998), and Harrison
et al. (1999). These studies argue that an efficient
banking system strives to eliminate or reduce the costs
of the transaction by narrowing interest rate margin
to encourage capital accumulation that eventually
translates to economic growth.
Moreover, the coefficients of inflation (rIF(1)) and D(rIF(-1)) are negative, but only rIF(-1) is
statistically significant. The sign of the coefficient of
inflation has been an issue of continuous debate in both
monetary and macroeconomic literature. However, the
negative sign of the coefficient of inflation supports
the findings by Fischer and Modigliani (1978), and
Bassey and Onwioduokit (2011).The negative sign
of the coefficient of inflation means that heightening
inflation is detrimental to economic growth and
development. In the context of the neoclassical theory,
high inflation is to reduce the value of money which
causes a decline in the demand for cash, goods, and
capital. This situation eventually leads to a fall in the
steady state output. This is similar to the findings by
Akinlo (2005), and Obamuyi and Olorunfemi (2011).
However, the results can be explained in the context
of the endogenous growth paradigm postulating that
high inflation drastically reduces the return to deposits.
This would lead to sluggish deposits accumulation
behavior. The reduction in the value of return on
deposits also reduces capital accumulation and output
growth (Stockman, 1981).
Next, the coefficients of the current(BSSZ(-1))
and previous levels (D(BSSZ(-1)) of the size of the
banking sector shows that the total of commercial
banks capital plus reserves is not statistically
significant. Since the total of commercial banks capital
plus reserves represent the size of the banking sector
implicitly meaning that the size of the banking sector
during the period under consideration is not large
enough to contribute to the growth of the Nigerian
economy.It can also mean that size is not a potent
variable of banking sector reform in Nigeria. This
means that policies regulating the capital and reserves
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of the commercial banks should be redesigned to
enforce optimal impact on the economy.
Then, the coefficients of the previous levels
of the banking sector credit to the private sector
(BSC(-1)) and the change in the previous level of
(D(BSC(-1))) are not statistically significant. Because
the credit to the private sector is a proxy for the
quality and soundness of the banking sector, it means
that the volume of credit to the private sector does
not correlate with the qualitative development of the
sector. Furthermore, it implies that the volume of
credit to the private sector is not adequate to enkindle
and animate the growth of the economy. It might
also mean that the balance sheet values of the credit
to the private sector declared by most commercial
banks in Nigeria are only a book value or unrealistic
that the credit allocated and disbursed to the private
sector are not used for productive economic purposes.
Finally, it might mean that credit to the government
is stifling and asphyxiating the growth of the private
sector. Therefore, a special credit disbursement and
monitoring department should be created by the apex
bank to enforce effective allocation/utilization and
forestall sharp practices linked to its management.
Similarly, the coefficients of parallel market
premium (PmP(-1) and D(PmP(-1)) are negative and
statistically insignificant. The parallel market premium
is the difference between the official exchange rate and
the parallel market exchange rate. The parallel market
premium can be negative if there is a revaluation of
the official exchange rate, and when commercial banks
are restricted from buying foreign currency without
proper authorization and identification. A negative
parallel market premium represents a laundering
charge (Dornbusch et al., 1983).
For the results of the Granger causality tests
presented in Table 6 (Pesaran et al., 2001). The
result of the test of causality between the rate of
inflation(rIF) and economic growth (rgDP) indicates
that a unidirectional causality exists between them, that
is, a one-way causality runs from the rate of inflation
(rIF) to economic growth (rgDP). This confirms the
results of Chimobi (2010) and Barro (1995) who
found a unidirectional causal linkage from inflation to
economic growth.
In addition, the result of the effect of the causal
relationship between economic growth and interest
rate margin shows that causation runs from interest
rates margin to economic growth. This implies that a
unidirectional relationship exists between economic
growth and interest rate margin. Hence, it rejects the
hypothesis that interest rates margin does not Granger
cause economic growth in Nigeria. This further
buttresses the implications of banking sector reforms
on economic growth. This finding corresponds to the
results of Tuuli (2002), and Aurangzeb (2012) who
found that interest rate margin had a robust significant
impact on economic growth. This further shows
that interest rates margin is a significant indicator of
banking sector reforms. Next, causality runs from
economic growth to banking sector credit to the
Binus Business Review, Vol. 8 No. 1, May 2017, 49-60

private sector. This finding is in line with Akpasung
and Babalola (2012), and Mishra et al. (2009).
Bi-directional relationships exist between
parallel market premium and economic growth, and
the size of the banking sector and economic growth.
The causality running from economic growth to
parallel market premium implies that the growth
of the economy triggers the expansion of the black
market. Moreover, the survival of the parallel market
in Nigeria is economic growth-dependent, that is
the growth of the Nigerian economy is a stimulus to
the unscathed expansion and survival of the parallel

market in Nigeria. For instance, as the economy grows,
the excessive demand for the exchange rate, and
the consistent and persistent leakages in the official
exchange rate market lead to the growth of the parallel
market.In addition to that, the causality running from
parallel market premium to economic growth implies
that parallel market premium is critical to the growth
of the Nigerian economy through faster transactions,
low transaction costs, quick service delivery, smooth
information flow, and total absence of time-consuming
documentations.

Table 6 The Results of the Bivariate Granger Causality Tests
Economic Growth versus Inflation
Direction of
F-Statistics
Causality

Null Hypothesis
rgDP does not Granger cause rIF
rIF does not Granger cause rgDP

0,36
15,120*

rIF→rgDP

Decision
Do not reject the null hypothesis
Reject the null hypothesis

Economic Growth versus Banking or Financial Sector Variables
Economic Growth versus Interest Rate Margin
Null Hypothesis
rgDP does not Granger cause IrM
IrM does not Granger cause rgDP
		

F-Statistics

Direction of
Causality

0,871
27,603*

IrM→rgDP

Decision
Do not reject the null hypothesis
Reject the null hypothesis

Economic Growth versus Banking Sector Credit to the Private Sector

Null Hypothesis

F-Statistics

rgDP does not Granger cause BSC
BSC does not Granger cause rgDP
			

18,37*
0,77

Direction of
Causality
rgDP→BSC
-

Decision
Reject the null hypothesis
Do not reject the null hypothesis

Economic Growth versus the Size of the Banking Sector

Null Hypothesis
rgDP does not Granger cause BSSZ
BSSZ does not Granger cause rgDP
			

F-Statistics

Direction of
Causality

36,36*
10,64*

rgDP→BSSZ
BSSZ→rgDP

Decision
Reject the null hypothesis
Reject the null hypothesis

Economic Growth versus Parallel Market Premium

Null Hypothesis
rgDP does not Granger cause PmP
PmP does not Granger cause rgDP

F-Statistics

Direction of
Causality

3,76***
9,50**

rgDP→PmP
PmP→rgDP

Decision
Reject the null hypothesis
Reject the null hypothesis

Note: * denotes significance at the 1% level, ** at the 5% level and *** at the 10% level.
All the variables are as previously defined. → denotes one-way causation.
(Source: Author’s computation using Eviews 8)

Table 7 The Result of Diagnostic Tests
Type of Diagnostic Test

X2(chi) Statistics

Probability

Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation Test
White Heteroskedasticity Test
Jacque-Bera Test
Ramsey RESET Test (log. Likelihood ratio)

0,061
6,682
2,063
19,26

0,72
0,67
0,61
0,21

(Source: Author’s Computation using Eviews 8)
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The result of the Breusch-Godfrey serial
correlation test shown in Table 7 reveals that the
probability value (0,72) is greater than 0,05 at the 95
% of the confidence interval. Therefore, it implies
that the null hypothesis of the presence of serial
correlation is rejected. Moreover, it can be concluded
that the serial correlation is absent. This states that the
covariances and the correlations between different
error terms equal zero. This further means that the
error terms are independently distributed implying a
confirmation of the presence of serial independence.
The implications of this are that the errors occurring in
different periods in the model are not correlated, and
there are no omitted variables, no misspecification of
the model, and no systematic errors in the measurement
and definition of the variables.
Furthermore,
the
results
of
White
heteroskedasticity are shown in Table 7 indicating
that the probability value (0,67) is greater than
0,05 at the 95% confidence interval. The researcher
rejects the null hypothesis of the presence of
heteroskedasticity and concludes that there is no
occurrence of heteroskedasticity. This means that the
disturbance terms have an equal variance or they are
homoskedastic.
Meanwhile, the probability value of the JB
statistic is greater than 0,05. Hence, the null hypothesis
of the normality of residuals is not rejected. This
indicates that the inferential statistics (F-statistic,
t-statistic, and others) of this model are valid.
This simply means that the residuals are normally
distributed, and have zero mean and constant variance.
Finally, the empirical results of the Ramsey
RESET test show that the probability value (0,21)
is greater than 0,05 signifying that it does not reject
the null hypothesis of a correctly specified model.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the model is
correctly specified. The results of all diagnostic
tests such as serial correlation, heteroskedasticity,
normality, and model specification tests show that the
absence of serial correlation, heteroskedasticity, and
the errors are normal. The Ramsey RESET test also
suggests that the model is well and correctly specified.

CONCLUSIONS
This research examines the dynamic causality
between banking sector reforms and economic growth
in Nigeria using the ARDL bounds test for the period
1970 to 2013. Over the years, it has become obvious
that the role of government such as the Presidency,
the Federal Ministry of Finance and the CBN during
banking sector crises has been the “crises-precipitated
interventionist approach.” Banking sector reforms
deserve special research attention because of the
interdependence and interrelations among the banking
sector, financial sector, and macroeconomic variables
with implications for economic growth. The results
reveal that a long-run relationship exists for the
series specified in the model when economic growth
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is used as the dependent variable. Reforms should
be progressive( from short to medium or long-term)
in banking industry stabilization programs that must
be tenaciously pursued to ensure both financial and
macroeconomic stability.
Concerning the causal relationship between
parallel market premium and economic growth, the
researcher’s recommendation is in line with Obadan
(2012) and Olisadebe (1991). They opined that the
parity between the official market exchange rate and
the parallel market premium should be drastically
reduced to accommodate transaction costs, and it
should not be speculative bubbles. Furthermore,
leakages from the official exchange market should be
tactically curtailed as these provide incentives for the
survival of the parallel market. Then, the problem of
excess demand for exchange rate should be tackled to
stifle the parallel market that has survived unscathed
due to the persistent and consistent scarcity that is
prevalent in the official exchange rate market. On
a larger scale, since there are interdependence and
linkages (backward and forward) within the economy,
issues bordering on volatility, unpredictability, and
instability occasioned by over-dependence on oil and
its revenue should be tackled and settled to avoid
sinister feedback effects from the real sector of the
Nigerian economy to the banking sector. Meanwhile,
the growth of the non-oil sector of the real economy
should be stimulated and sustained to encourage
capacity utilization and absorption of investment
and debt. This will create a platform for the optimal
utilization of the credit allocated to the private sector.
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